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OUR PRODUCTS
Sunco Lighting, Inc. is a family owned and operated 
with 20+ years of experience in the lighting industry. 
Our warehouse includes a large inventory of LED 
lighting products sold direct to customers and bulk 
buyers like you.
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A15 Bulb
A15-8W-#

Brightness
800 lm

Wattage
8W

Voltage
120V

Dimmable
Light

15,000+
Hours

E26 
Base

Bright light. Small package. Ideal for refrigerators, as it can withstand 
temperatures as low as 4°F. The A19 also suits fans, signage, many appli-
ances, and decorative lighting. This bulb offers smooth dimming.

8W power consumption with a 60W equivalency.

Why LED?
Reduce energy costs and save money by replacing traditional bulbs with low wattage LEDs to 
improve your energy efficiency. LEDs provide longer lifetime hours (25,000 to 50,000) when com-
pared to the average incandescent bulb (only 1,000 hours). When you purchase an LED bulb you 
may choose the color temperature. In addition, specialty LEDs exist: Dusk to Dawn for automatic 
lighting at night, Smart Bulbs to control your light settings, and many LEDs are dimmable. Also, 
LED lights are brighter than traditional bulbs with more Lumens, and they can feature a high CRI 
rating for accurate color and texture.

Certifications: 
E352204
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Lumens
Lumens refers to measuring the amount of brightness a bulb emits or its output. Lumens allow 
us to express how lights of equal power, but different wavelengths, can change in brightness.
Americans used to buy their light bulbs based upon wattage*. If you focus on the lumens 
instead, you can purchase lights that produce the brightness you need for specific uses. The 
higher the number, the brighter the bulb. 

* Watts measure energy usage, rather than brightness.

A21 Bulb
A21-22W-#

The dimmable A21 Ultra Bright LED Bulb is slightly larger than the A19. 
It delivers a bright 2550 lumens and CRI 80. This replacement bulb con-
sumes only 22W with a 150W equivalency.  

The durable A21 features a heavy E26 base.

Brightness
2550 lm

Wattage
22W

Voltage
120V

Dimmable
Light

25,000+
Hours

E26 
Base

Certifications: 
E352204
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Our Dusk to Dawn lights improve your 
security and provide bright light with 
the convenience of automated night 
lighting. Sunco D2D LED lights turn on 
when the sun sets and automatically 
turn off when light is detected. The 
built-in, high tech photocell sensor 
does all the work for you, no additional 
timer required.  
 
This outdoor lighting solution delivers 
light at night to safely illuminate your 
building exterior, porch, alley, or drive-
way. Use it inside for basement or 
garage with a motion activated bulb. 
Dusk to Dawn lights are also ideal 
for a backyard patios or commercial 
restaurant courtyards.
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A19 D2D Bulb
A19_9W-# 

Set it and forget it. This long-lasting bulb can cut down on relamping costs 
with a lifetime of 25,000 hours. A crime deterrent, the A19 Dusk to Dawn 
automatically turns on at night and off at dawn, even when you are out. 
 
Sunco’s D2D bulbs do not require a timer.

Brightness
800 lm

Wattage
9W

Voltage
120V

Non-Dimmable
Light

25,000+
Hours

Dusk to 
Dawn

Security
Most insurance companies recommend bright, exterior night lighting to help deter crime. Dusk 
to Dawn lights automatically turn on at night, no timer required. Sunco offers PAR, A19, and 
Filament LED bulbs with built-in photocell sensors that will automatically turn on at night when 
no light is detected and turn off again when light levels change at dawn.

Certifications: 
E352204
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Yellow hued lights can deter bugs 
from your necessary lights near 
doorways, living spaces or your 
restaurant guests, friends or family. 
Insects are naturally attracted to 
the blue light spectrum and not as 
attracted to the 2000K Amber Glow 
range of color temperature of Sunco 
LED bug lights. They can also help 
with sleep enhancement. 

The yellow tone of bug lights helps 
promote your body’s natural sleep 
cycle and the release of melatonin. It 
simulates sunset and does not boost 
alertness like the blue light from 
screens and technical devices can do.
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A15 Yellow Bulb

A19 D2D Yellow Bulb

A15_BUG8W-#

A19_D2DBUG-9W-#

Use this specialty A15 LED Yellow Bulb as either a bug light or as a night 
light to promote your body’s natural sleep cycle and avoid the blue light 
spectrum prior to sleep. The yellow hue of this bulb keeps pesky insects 
away from necessary light fixtures near entrances, instead of attracting 
them. Ideal for patios, restaurants, and outdoor dining or lounges.

The built-in photocell powers on our A19 Dusk to Dawn Yellow LED Bulb 
when the sun goes down. The yellow hue (2000K Amber Glow) of this 
specialty bulb helps to deter bugs from your doorway, restaurant or living 
space, without the use of harmful chemicals. Also functions as a gentle 
night light.

Brightness
600 lm

Wattage
8W

Non-Dimmable
Light

10,000+
Hours

Improves 
Sleep

Improves 
Sleep

Anti-Bug
Light

Brightness
480 lm

Wattage
9W

Non-Dimmable
Light

10,000+
Hours

Anti-Bug
Light

Certifications: 

Certifications: 

LISTED

LISTED
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The ability to lower or increase the 
brightness in a room puts the control 
and atmosphere creation in your 
hands. The majority of Sunco Lighting 
LED bulbs are dimmable. Simply pair 
them with a compatible dimmer, then 
easily adjust the mood of your space. 
Unlike some competitors who deliver 
only small dimming changes, Sunco 
Lighting dimmable bulbs provide dim-
mability from 100%-10% for a wide 
range of light settings. This is partly 
because bulbs with a higher lumen 
count offer a greater dimming range 
to suit your needs and tastes.
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BR20 Bulb
BR20-7W-#

BR30 Bulb
BR30-11W-#

The wide flood BR20 LED Bulb delivers a 110° beam angle to help 
you light a larger area. An ideal LED replacement bulb for existing 
downlight fixtures, this compact sized, dimmable bulb with an E26 
base fits in 4” cans. This 50W equivalent LED bulb only consumes 7W.

The dimmable BR30 LED Bulb is available in multiple color temperatures. 
A bulb replacement for downlights, the BR30 offers a 25,000 hour lifetime 
to reduce relamping costs. Suitable for 5” or 6” recessed cans. Consumes 
only 11W yet is a 65W equivalent bulb.

Brightness
550 lm

Wattage
7W

Voltage
120V

Dimmable
Light

25,000+
Hours

Beam  
Angle 110°

Brightness
850 lm

Wattage
11W

Voltage
120V

Dimmable
Light

25,000+
Hours

Beam  
Angle 110°

E352204

E352204

Certifications: 

Certifications: 
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Flood Lights
BR lights are considered to be directional flood lights. They provide a wide beam spread for wall washing or 
cast a wide pool of light. A BR flood light provides the best wide angle illumination for downlights, recessed 
cans, and in hallways or above kitchen counters.

Sunco BR LED light bulbs include a bulged reflector on the inside of the housing to increase light output. You 
will also notice the bulging shape above the socket base. This internal reflector redirects downcast light to the 
front of the bulb.

BR40 Bulb
BR40-17W-#

Sunco’s 17W BR40 LED Bulb combines high lumens (1400LM) with low 
wattage (17W) and features a wide flood beam angle of 110°. The BR40 
also provides smooth dimming, so you can control the tone in each room.  
It is an ideal fit for 6” recessed cans. 

Brightness
1400 lm

Wattage
17W

Voltage
120V

Dimmable
Light

25,000+
Hours

Beam  
Angle 110°

E352204
Certifications: 
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G14 Bulb
G14_F-5W-#

G25 Bulb

Brightness
450 lm

G25-6W-#

Brightness
450 lm

Wattage
5W

Wattage
6W

Voltage
120V

Voltage
120V

Non-Dimmable
Bulb

Dimmable
bulb

25,000+
Hours

25,000+
Hours

A small E12 base (candelabra base) makes this globe bulb ideal for 
vanities, chandeliers, pendant, and decorative dining room fixtures or 
wall sconces. Select from a wide variety of color temperatures to suit 
your style and function. The 5W Sunco G14 LED is equivalent to 40W 
traditional bulbs.

Sunco’s G25 LED bulb works well for vanity mirrors, desk lamps, pendant 
ceiling fixtures, and modern chandeliers. With a 25,000 hour bulb lifetime, 
the G25 will cut down on your relamping expenses. This 6W globe bulb 
offers a 40W equivalency.

E352204

E352204

Certifications: 

Certifications: 
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PAR20 Bulb
PAR20-7W-#

PAR30 Bulb

Brightness
470 lm

PAR30-11W-#

Brightness
850 lm

Wattage
7W

Wattage
11W

Voltage
120V

Voltage
120V

Dimmable
bulb

Dimmable
bulb

25,000+
Hours

25,000+
Hours

The dimmable Sunco PAR20 LED Bulb with an E26 base fits in 4” cans to 
create a spotlight on your architectural details, artwork, or partially-pro-
tected landscape features. The damp rated bulb easily replaces bulbs in 
your bathroom or kitchen ceiling cans. Consumes only 7W and is equiva-
lent to 50W bulbs.

Designed to fit your 5” or 6” recessed downlights, the dimmable Sunco 
PAR30 LED Bulb offers 25,000 lifetime hours to reduce your relamping 
costs. You can accent or dimly highlight specific regions of a room with 
this 40° beam angle spotlight. The PAR30 consumes 11W and offers a 
75W equivalency.

E360559

E360559

Certifications: 

Certifications: 
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PAR38 Bulb
PAR38-13W-#

Brightness
1050 lm

Wattage
13W

Voltage
120V

Dimmable
bulb

25,000+
Hours

Equivalent to a 100W bulb, yet consuming only 13W, the bright Sunco 
PAR38 LED Bulb is dimmable to suit any mood or decor.  
 
Its E26 base fits in 6” cans as a replacement bulb for ceilings, larger 
rooms that require brighter light, and walkways.

Spot Lights
PAR LED light bulbs include a parabolic aluminized reflector. The reflector in PAR bulbs redirects 
downcast light to the front of the bulb in a highly directional beam.

Sunco PARs are designed to be spotlights to allow you to direct light at a specific area. Ranging 
from a narrow spot of 30° for the PAR20 up to PAR30 and PAR38 at 40°, this generates direct 
light with softened edge shadows. Depending on their size, PAR LEDs are ideal for track lighting, 
exterior landscaping, uplights for trees or sculptures, and as downlights in recessed cans.

E360559

Certifications: 
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Illuminate your home or business 
safely at night without a timer, even 
when you are out. Our convenient 
Dusk2Dawn LEDs feature a built-in 
photocell sensor that automatically 
turns on in the absence of light and 
then off again when light is detected. 
Just set it and forget it! Install PAR 
Dusk to Dawn LED bulbs to light up 
covered walkways, balconies, and 
porches or covered entrances.
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PAR30 D2D Bulb
PAR30_D2D-11W-#

Brightness
850 lm

Wattage
11W

Voltage
120V

Non-Dimmable
bulb

Non-Dimmable
bulb

10,000+
Hours

No timer needed for your wet rated Sunco PAR30 Dusk to Dawn LED Bulb. 
It automatically turns on at dusk and off at dawn. A high-tech photo-
cell sensor does all the work. D2D bulbs help increase your security by 
illuminating walkways and buildings at night. This 11W bulb is a 75W 
equivalent.

PAR38 D2D Bulb
PAR38_D2D-15W-#

Brightness
1250 lm

Wattage
15W

Voltage
120V

15,000+
Hours

Sunco’s wet rated PAR38 D2D LED Bulb provides bright, nighttime light 
where you need it most to help improve your building security or walkway 
safety. The built-in photocell sensor will turn off lights automatically when 
it detects light and turn them on again at night. Our 15W PAR38 is a 120W 
equivalent. 

LISTED

LISTED

Certifications: 

Certifications: 
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Sunco Lighting takes certifications 
seriously and indicates those on our 
e-commerce product listings and 
packaging, for your reference. The 
Underwriters Laboratories (UL) tests 
lighting products to indicate whether 
an LED bulb or light fixture is wet 
rated or damp rated.  

Damp rating refers to moist locations 
with no direct exposure to water. 
 
Wet rating refers to locations where 
your wet rated outdoor lighting fixture 
might encounter dripping water, rain, 
or other liquid that could flow or 
splash on or against your bulb or light 
fixture.
 
Safety is the main focus when you 
choose wet vs. damp rated products. 
Using UL Listed lights with the 
appropriate wet rating in areas where 
water is likely, or where it might 
accumulate, can help protect your 
home, office, and clients.
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ST64 Filament Bulb
ST64_C-8W-#

ST64 D2D Filament Bulb

Brightness
800 lm

ST64_D2D-7W-#

Brightness
800 lm

Wattage
8.5W

Wattage
7W

Voltage
120V

Voltage
120V

Dimmable
bulb

15,000+
Hours

15,000+
Hours

This wet rated/waterproof and dimmable Sunco ST64 Filament features 
a traditional, clear glass Edison bulb style for a popular, vintage look. 
Ideal fit in light fixtures where bulbs are exposed. Features a CRI 90+ for 
accurate color rendering, making it perfect for patios or restaurant exterior 
lighting, makeup application, and for nighttime weddings or parties

Automatically turn on your patio or restaurant exterior lighting at night, 
without a timer, when you use wet rated Sunco ST64 D2D Filament Bulbs. 
The built-in photocell censor does all the work for you to turn the LED light 
on at night and off when light is detected again. Ideal retro decoration for 
your exposed bulb light fixtures.

Dusk to
Dawn

LISTED

LISTED

Certifications: 

Certifications: 

2700 ONLY
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B11 Filament Bulb
B11_C-4W-27K-#

Brightness
300 lm

Wattage
4W

Voltage
120V

Dimmable
bulb

15,000+
Hours

Set the mood with the dimmable Sunco B11 Filament Bulb. Select the 
color temperature that best suits your specific lighting application. The 
vintage look of this chandelier bulb in bare Edison style can enhance your 
chandeliers, wall sconces, and more. 

An appealing blend of vintage style and LED technology.

Dimmable
Flicker free Sunco dimmable lights feature a wide dimming range from 100% down to 10%. 
Dimming allows you to create the appropriate atmosphere. Most Sunco lights provide this 
functionality and are ideal replacements for outdated incandescent or halogen bulbs.
 
There are multiple dimmers available on the market that are compatible with Sunco LEDs. 
Please contact our Sales Team for more information.

E352204
Certifications: 
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Remotely control your room lighting 
with Sunco LED Smart Bulbs. With 
your smartphone and an app over WiFi 
you can control:

Color Temperature
Set your room tone from daylight 
white to warm or cool temps

Color Selection
Choose from over 16 million+ colors!

Music Sync
Match color changes to the beat of 
music

Create a Schedule
Adjust each smart bulb separately to 
specify the lighting you need when 
you need it

Set the Scene
Create your own settings for movie 
nights and candlelit dinners or choose 
from existing scenes

Voice control 
Allows you to tell Google Home or 
Amazon Alexa to:
   •Turn on/off lights
  •Dim or brighten the bulb
   •16 million+ color choices! 
   • Tunable white
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A19 Smart Bulb
A19_S-6W-#

B11 Smart Bulb

Brightness
480 lm

B11_S-4W-#

Brightness
325 lm

Wattage
6W

Wattage
4,5W

Voltage
120V

Smart 
Control

Smart 
Control

Voltage
120V

16 Million 
Colors

16 Million 
Colors

25,000+
Hours

25,000+
Hours

Control your lights over WiFi (no hub required) with your smart device 
and an app, or adjust settings using voice commands with Amazon Alexa 
or Google Home. You can set a timer for lights on/off on your schedule, 
select color temp or warm/cool light, and much more. This 6W LED is a 
40W equivalent.

Upgrade your lighting with the B11 LED Smart Bulb. Control your lights re-
motely over WiFi with no hub required or say “OK Google…” or “Alexa…” for 
voice control. Allows for color temp, on/off, dimming, choice of settings. 
You can also music sync your lights to change colors. Ideal for fixtures 
accepting E12 base/candelabra bulbs.

E352204

E352204

Certifications: 

Certifications: 
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BR30 Smart Bulb
BR30_S-8W-#

G25 Smart Bulb

Brightness
650 lm

G25_S-5W-#

Brightness
450 lm

Wattage
8W

Wattage
5W

Voltage
120V

Voltage
120V

Like all Sunco Smart Bulbs, the BR30 LED Smart Bulb allows you to 
choose multicolor RGB + CCT. You can select either remote control via app 
or voice control with Amazon Alexa or Google Home. Customize scene 
settings or select pre-existing ones, too. Ideal for downlights. You can 
even tune color temperature or sync to music.

Ideal for vanity mirrors, pendants, and chandeliers, the G25 LED Smart 
Bulb lets you select color temperature, dim, customize settings, turn on/
off, and music sync. You can also voice control the bulb or remote control 
it via app over WiFi. Try programmable scenes or save your own settings.

Smart 
Control

Smart 
Control

16 Million 
Colors

16 Million 
Colors

25,000+
Hours

25,000+
Hours

E352204

E352204

Certifications: 

Certifications: 
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PAR20 Smart Bulb
PAR20_S-5W-#

PAR30 Smart Bulb

Brightness
400 lm

PAR30_S-11W-#

Brightness
850 lm

Wattage
5W

Wattage
11W

Voltage
120V

Voltage
120V

Control this WiFi-enabled Sunco PAR20 LED Smart Bulb remotely with your 
smart phone or tablet and an app or choose voice commands with Amazon 
Alexa or Google Home. Ideal for 4” recessed cans. Save your favorite 
custom settings or chose from pre-existing ones. You can change color 
temp, turn on/off, select a cool/warm look, and more. 

Compatible with 5” and 6” recessed cans, the Sunco PAR30 LED Smart Bulb 
works with your smart device and an app over WiFi. Also works with some 
voice commands. You can set schedules to turn bulbs on/off, program 
scenes, chose your color (16 million+ options!) or sync to the music, among 
other control options.

Smart 
Control

Smart 
Control

16 Million 
Colors

16 Million 
Colors

25,000+
Hours

25,000+
Hours

E352204

E352204

Certifications: 

Certifications: 
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PAR38 Smart Bulb
PAR38_S-13W-27K_5K-#

Brightness
1050 lm

Wattage
13W

Voltage
120V

The wet rated nature of the Sunco PAR38 Smart Bulb allows you to 
change your landscape lighting style or to set on/off schedules. You 
can also change colors to the beat of music on your smart phone over 
WiFi with an app.  
 
With over 16 million colors to choose from, your options are 
practically endless.

Features
Sunco LED Smart Bulbs feature voice control or you can remotely change settings with your 
smart phone over WiFi and an app. There are plenty of bulb setting options to choose from.

Wet
Rated

16 Million 
Colors

25,000+
Hours

Amazon, Alexa and all related logos are trademarks of Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates.

E352204
Certifications: 
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T8 Clear

T8 Frosted

Replace your aging fluorescent lights 
with Sunco LED Tubes, which are 
flicker free and provide instant light. 
T8 LED Tubes come in 18W or 15W 
options with clear or frosted covers. 
These low wattage tubes are cost ef-
fective with durable components and 
less maintenance requirements, due 
to the longer lifetimes you will see on 
the next pages.

They are shatter- and shock-resistant 
for improved safety in workplaces, 
parking lots, schools, or at home.



LED TUBES
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T8 15W Clear
T8_C-15W-#

T8 18W Clear

Brightness
1800 lm

T8_C-18W-#

Brightness
2200 lm

Wattage
15W

Wattage
18W

Voltage
120V

Voltage
120V

Ballast
Compatible

50,000+
Hours

50,000+
Hours

Flicker free with 50,000 lifetime hours and low wattage, the Sunco T8 
15W Clear LED Tube offers a great replacement tube for your existing 
fixtures. These shatter resistant tubes are safer for use in overhead 
lighting than traditional fluorescents and their longer lifetime reduces 
your maintenance time.

A brighter lighting option for your replacement tubes, the Sunco T8 18W 
Clear LED Tube features a very bright 2200 Lumens with only slightly 
more watts consumed. The 50,000 hours increase the longevity and 
requires less relamping when compared to traditional tubes. 

E352204

E352204

Certifications: 

Certifications: 

Ballast
Compatible
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T8 18W Frosted
T8_F-18W-#

Brightness
2200 lm

Wattage
18W

Voltage
120V

Available in 5000K (Daylight) color temperature, which is ideal for task 
lighting in offices or schools, the Sunco T8 18W LED Frosted Tube 
features a wide beam angle of 160°. It’s an ideal replacement tube for 
your existing light fixtures. This LED tube offers longer lifetimes (50,000 
hours) and lower wattage consumed, when compared to outdated 
fluorescent tubes.

Bypass the Ballast
Sunco’s Type B T8 tubes are Single Ended Power (SEP) tubes that bypass the ballast and 
use non-shunted tombstones. Bypassing the ballast avoids costly ballast replacement due 
to frequent failures. Retrofit your existing light fixtures to accept LED T8 Tubes, instead 
of fluorescent linear tubes, and you eliminate ballast compatibility issues. This provides 
you with maintenance savings in addition to better efficiency, since LED T8s consume 
less power (by removing the ballast and only requiring lamp power) and provide more light 
(brighter lumens and wide beam angle of direct light).

50,000+
Hours

E352204
Certifications: 

Ballast
Compatible
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Baffle

Smooth

Disk

Slim



DOWNLIGHTS
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Smooth 4”
DL_SMDR4-11W-#

DL_SMDR56-13W-#

Smooth 5/6”

Brightness
660 lm

Brightness
965 lm

Wattage
11W

Wattage
13W

Voltage
120V

Voltage
120V

Dimmable
bulb

Dimmable
bulb

35,000+
Hours

35,000+
Hours

Designed for 4” recessed cans, this damp rated Recessed LED 4” Light 
with smooth trim delivers instant on, flicker free light. It is ideal as a 
downlight in your kitchen, bathroom, office, or home. Includes an E26 
adapter to use it as a replacement bulb in existing cans. Equivalent to 40W 
yet consumes only 11W.

The smooth trim design on Sunco’s damp rated Recessed LED 5/6” 
Light provides a reflective surface to maximize the beam spread of your 
downlights. This dimmable downlight features an E26 adapter base and 
spring connectors to install in existing 5” or 6” recessed cans. The wide 
flood quality is due to its 90° beam angle. 75W bulb equivalency yet only 
consumes 13W.

E360559

E360559

Certifications: 

Certifications: 
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Baffle 4”
DL_BFDR4-11W-#

DL_BFWR56-13W-#

Baffle 5/6” S11

Brightness
660 lm

Brightness
1050 lm

Wattage
11W

Wattage
13W

Voltage
120V

Voltage
120V

Dimmable
bulb

Dimmable
bulb

35,000+
Hours

35,000+
Hours

The easy to install and dimmable Recessed LED Baffle 4” Light is suitable 
for damp locations. The included mounting brackets secure it inside an 
existing 4” can. It features CRI 90+ for true color rendering, making it ideal 
for retail, restaurants, kitchens, and art galleries. This 11W is equivalent 
to 40W.

One of our brightest downlights, the Baffle 5/6” S11 boasts a brightness 
of 1050 Lumens. Suitable for existing 5” or 6” recessed cans, the included 
spring can be modified to fit both can sizes. The 13W S11 is equivalent to 
75W.

E360559

E360559

Certifications: 

Certifications: 
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Baffle 5/6” L6
DL_BFDR56-13W-#

Brightness
965 lm

Wattage
13W

Voltage
120V

Dimmable
bulb

35,000+
Hours

The damp rated and dimmable Recessed LED Baffle 5/6” Light with a 
bright 965 Lumens easily adjusts to fit 5” or 6” cans with the included 
mounting bracket. Uniformed, baffled grooves minimize glare on this 
model L6 downlight. Consuming only 13W, this light is equivalent to a 
75W bulb.

E360559

Certifications: 
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Disk Light 5/6”
DL_DK56-15W-#

Brightness
1050 lm

Wattage
15W

Voltage
120V

Dimmable
bulb

50,000+
Hours

The IC rated Recessed LED Disk 5/6” Light delivers natural color with its 
CRI 90+ and bright light with its 1050 Lumens. Suitable for narrow ceiling 
space, since you can direct wire this slim Disk to a J-Box; no can required.
A 15W power consumption with 100W equivalency.

DL_SLBF6-14W-#

Slim Baffle 6”

Brightness
850 lm

Wattage
13W

Voltage
120V

Dimmable
bulb

35,000+
Hours

High quality recessed lighting without a can. Sunco’s Recessed LED Slim 
Baffle 6” Light is IC rated and simple to install. Since this Slim downlight 
includes a low profile J-Box, you can fit it in narrow ceilings. Fits soffit to 
double drywall ceilings. Consumes only 13W yet is a 75W bulb equivalent.

J-Box
Included

Certifications: 

Certifications: 
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Slim Smooth 4”
DL_SL4-10W-#

DL_SL6-14W-#

Slim Smooth 6”

Brightness
650 lm

Brightness
850 lm

Wattage
10W

Wattage
14W

Voltage
120V

Voltage
120V

Dimmable
bulb

Dimmable
bulb

35,000+
Hours

J-Box
Included

J-Box
Included

35,000+
Hours

The IC rated All in One Recessed LED 4” Slim Light with smooth trim offers 
a fast install, even in narrow ceilings. It only requires a 2” clearance in your 
ceiling space. The slim profile of this product design easily fits around or 
near joists. This 4” slim consumes only 10W and equates to a 60W bulb.

The All in One and IC rated Recessed LED 6” Slim Light with smooth trim, 
like our 4” version, mounts flush for a clean look. Dimming each Slim can 
enhance the mood of your space. J-Box requires only a 2” minimum clear-
ance. Equivalent to 100W bulb yet consumes only 14W.

Certifications: 

Certifications: 
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Slim Integrated 4”
DL_SLIJ4-10W-#

DL_SLIJ6-14W-#

Slim Integrated 6”

Everything is contained to easily install our IC rated All in One Recessed 
LED 4” Slim Integrated Light. The included J-Box means no can is 
required. Durable spring loaded brackets fit single or double drywall and 
soffit. This damp rated 10W Slim is equivalent to a 60W bulb.

Install this damp rated All in One Recessed LED 4” Slim Integrated Light in 
a few easy steps. The IC rated slim includes a J-Box so no can is needed. 
The frosted cover on each of these Slims acts as a diffuser to soften edge 
shadows. The 14W Slim is equivalent to a 100W bulb.

Brightness
650 lm

Brightness
850 lm

Wattage
10W

Wattage
14W

Voltage
120V

Voltage
120V

Dimmable
bulb

Dimmable
bulb

35,000+
Hours

35,000+
Hours

Certifications: 

Certifications: 
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New Construction 
Can

Remodel
Can

Sunco Lighting recognizes that 
you need lights for both brand new 
construction projects and the retrofit 
of existing buildings and lighting de-
signs. To help with that, we offer: 

New Construction Cans 
Secure these recessed lights by screwing or 
nailing the unit’s bar hangers to the ceiling 
joists. This is done prior to adding drywall. 
 

Remodel Cans
Our remodel style recessed cans are 
secured to drywall or plaster ceilings with 
metal remodeling clips, after cutting a hole 
in your ceiling material to fit the housing. 
Insert the attached J-Box first, then secure 
the can. 

All of our recessed cans are IC rated 
to allow installation in the ceiling, 
surrounded by insulation.



RECESSED CANS
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New Construction Can 4”
CN_NC4-#

CN_NC6-#

New Construction Can 6”

Designed to be installed in a ceiling and surrounded by insulation. The 
direct wire New Construction Can 4” secures easily to your ceiling joists. 
An airtight housing and gasket ring keeps A/C and heating moisture from 
leaking through the housing. Includes J-Box and TP24 Connector.

Sunco’s New Construction Cans are IC rated to allow installation in 
ceilings, surrounded by insulation. This 6” can features an airtight housing 
and gasket ring to further protect your office or residential building from 
A/C or heating leaks. Includes J-Box and TP24 Connector.

IC
Rated

Damp
Rated

TP24
Connector

Voltage
120 - 277 V

IC
Rated

Damp
Rated

TP24
Connector

Voltage
120 - 277 V

E467829

E467829

Certifications: 

Certifications: 
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Remodel 4”
CN_RM4-#

CN_RM6-#

Remodel 6”

Fast install! This direct wire Remodel Can 4” includes the J-Box and TP24 
connectors. Although these cans secure to the ceiling drywall or plaster, 
and not the joists with brackets, they are IC rated and designed to install 
in a ceiling, surrounded by insulation. Airtight to protect from A/C or 
heating leaks.

Quickly install the direct wire Remodel Can 6” with its included J-Box and 
TP24 connectors. The IC rated unit installs in your ceiling, surrounded 
by insulation, and is airtight to prevent A/C or heating leaks through the 
housing. TP24 Connector and J-Box included.

IC
Rated

Damp
Rated

TP24
Connector

Voltage
120 - 277 V

IC
Rated

Damp
Rated

TP24
Connector

Voltage
120 - 277 V

E467829

E467829

Certifications: 

Certifications: 
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Utility 
Shop Light

Flat  
Shop Light

Wraparound

Industrial
Shop Light
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Industrial Shop Light
SHI_F-40W-#

Brightness
4000 lm

Wattage
40W

Voltage
120V

Non
Dimmable

Reduce your relamp frequency with Sunco’s bright, frosted LED Industrial 
Shop Light. This damp rated, plug and play fixture offers direct mount – 
for a streamlined look – or chain mount to suspend your light. Mounting 
equipment is included. 

Link up to 4 shop lights on a single power source.

Features
One of the key advantages of Sunco’s commercial-grade, frosted LED Industrial Shop Light is 
that more lumens per fixture (a whopping 4000LM!) means you need fewer fixtures to illuminate 
your space, when compared to a standard T5 fixture. Ours is equivalent to a 300W tube. The du-
rable frame and design allow for a 120° beam angle to provide a wider light beam on your task. 
These light fixtures are 4 feet long.

50,000+
Hours

Certifications: 
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Utility Shop Light (Clear)
SH_C-40W-#

SH_F-40W#

Utility Shop Light (Frosted)

This 4ft long, plug and play LED Utility Shop Light with clear cover can be 
chain- or flush-mounted. With instant on, bright light, all mounting equip-
ment is included so you can mount or hang this durable light right where 
you need it. Power up to 4 shop lights with one power source.

No wiring is needed on Sunco LED Shop Lights, just plug the power supply 
cord into an electrical outlet. This 4ft long Utility Shop Light with frosted 
cover mounts directly to the ceiling or you can suspend it with chains. Link 
up to 4 shop lights on 1 power source. Motion Activation also available 
upon request.

Brightness
4500 lm

Brightness
4100 lm

Wattage
40W

Wattage
40W

Voltage
120V

Voltage
120V

50,000+
Hours

50,000+
Hours

Damp
Rated

Damp
Rated

Certifications: 

Certifications: 
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SHF_C-40W-#

Flat Shop Light

Brightness
4500 lm

Wattage
40W

Voltage
120V

This commercial-grade LED Flat Shop Light with a clear cover will link 
up 8 lights together on the same power source. It’s easy to install and 
includes mounting hardware to suspend this durable light from chains. 
 
 Ideal for task lighting in businesses, schools, workshops, and garages.

50,000+
Hours

Damp
Rated

Linkability
Sunco Shop Lights allow you to daisy chain a set number of lights together and power them 
on the same source. Each shop light style accommodates a different amount of lights. Check 
the technical specifications online or speak with our Sales Team regarding questions about the 
linkability of our Shop Lights.

Certifications: 
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SHW-40W-# 

Wraparound

Brightness
3500 lm

Wattage
40W

This Sunco LED Shop Light Wraparound includes a slightly curved lens as 
its frosted cover. It mounts to the ceiling for a minimal, streamlined look 
for hallways, workspaces, offices, schools, and more. 
  
Power up to 4 lights with a single power source.

50,000+
Hours

Beam Angle
110°

Voltage 
120-227V

Certifications: 
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Wraparound Prisma 7”

Wraparound Prisma 5”

SHW_PRISMA5-40W-#

SHW_PRISMA5-40W-#

Brightness
6500 lm

Brightness
4000 lm

Wattage
50W

Wattage
40W

The durable 7” wide and 4ft long LED Shop Light Wraparound with a pris-
matic lens, like its sisters, comes with two linking cables: a short one for a 
flush connection and an 8” cable for more space between your lights. This 
shop light mounts flat against the ceiling. Use the same power source to 
daisy chain up to 6 lights.

This linkable LED Shop Light Wraparound with a prismatic lens comes 
in a 5” width and a standard 4ft length. The prism-shaped lens pattern 
diffuses the light over a large area. This shop light mounts direct to the 
ceiling. Link up to 8 lights together on the same power source.

50,000+
Hours

50,000+
Hours

Beam Angle
 90°

Beam Angle
 90°

Voltage 
120-227V

Voltage 
120-227V

LISTED
Certifications: 

Certifications: 
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Wraparound Prisma 11”

Wraparound Prisma 8.5”

SHW_PRISMA5-40W-#

SHW_PRISMA5-40W-#

Brightness
8500 lm

Brightness
7200 lm

Wattage
72W

Wattage
60W

This wide 11” LED Shop Light Wraparound with a prismatic lens is 4ft 
long. The prism pattern on the lens surface distributes the light over a 
larger surface area. Flush mount this shop light to your ceiling. Daisy 
chain up to 4 of these LED Shop lights together.

Create a minimal look with this seamless, direct mount LED Shop Light 
Wraparound with a prismatic lens in an 8.5” width with standard 4ft 
length. Expand your ceiling light design by linking up to 5 of these lights 
together. Direct mount this shop light against the ceiling.

50,000+
Hours

50,000+
Hours

Beam Angle
 90°

Beam Angle
 90°

Voltage 
120-227V

Voltage 
120-227V

Certifications: 

Certifications: 
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Trilight Garage Light
TRI_80W-5K-#

Brightness
8000 lm

Wattage
80W

50,000+
Hours

E26
Base

Our brightest light at 8000LM, this Sunco Trilight LED Garage Light would 
blow your socks off, if it were an audio speaker. This E26 base adapter fits 
into existing sockets for super bright, directional light in your workspace. 

Equivalent to a 120W bulb.

Deformable
Adjust the 3x winged light panels on the Trilight LED Garage Light to rotate them up to 90° and 
redirect the light where you need it. Also, with 50,000 lifetime hours, this replacement bulb cuts 
down on relamping costs, compared to incandescent or halogen bulbs.  

Ideal for garages, basements, and other task oriented workspaces.

Dimmable
bulb

Certifications: 
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Exit Sign
EX_NDWR-#

Battery 
Included

Wattage
4W

Voltage
120V

Flame
Rated

Sunco’s LED Exit Sign features two bright and adjustable (360° rotation) 
floodlights on each side for optimum visibility indoors. The sign is UL 94V-
0 Flame Rated. In case of a power outage, the backup battery automati-
cally illuminates the fixture to light the way to safety. 

Commercial grade for schools, offices, and retail.

Features
Easily convert this LED Exit Sign from single- to double-sided, and also from wall mount – in 
hallways, above doors, and in corridors – to ceiling mount. It is made of ABS fire resistant 
plastic. Exit Sign includes a 90-minute backup battery that activates during loss of power in an 
emergency.  

Comes in white with red. Other colors available.

50,000+
Hours

360° 
Swivel

E464915
Certifications: 

BATTERY
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EXTERIOR 
LIGHTS

Sunco offers commercial grade 
exterior LED lighting with long 
lifetime hours. Our durable fixtures 
include necessary features, such as: 

•  High lumen counts for bright, 
    reliable lighting at night

•  Dusk to Dawn option for   
    automatic on/off

•  Prismatic lens for a wide 
    light spread

• Shock- and shatter-resistant  
   fixtures

• IP65 rating on our waterproof and  
   airtight light enclosures

Solar Path Lights

Wall Pack Lights
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WP-80W-#

Wall Pack 80W

Brightness
7600 lm

Wattage
80W

IP65 
Rated

Sunco’s LED Wall Pack 80W is waterproof (IP65), which makes it ideal for 
exterior building lighting. With a very bright 7600 lumens, this Wall Pack 
delivers brilliant, reliable lighting to improve safety. 

This Wall Pack does not require a ballast.

50,000+
Hours

Certifications: 
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Solar Path Light Round

Solar Path Light Square

PL_SOL-#

PL_SQ-7K-#

Solar
Panel

Solar
Panel

Replacable
Battery

Replacable
Battery

Wet
Rated

Wet
Rated

Solar powered landscape lighting for your path or garden. Each bright 
Round Solar Path Light delivers 8-10 hours of light after charging in direct 
sun for 6-8 hours. Dusk to Dawn LEDs automatically turn on/off based on 
detected light levels. Choose your color temperature.

Like any solar device, the solar panel in our Solar Path Light Square should 
not be placed under trees or lights. It requires direct sun for 6-8 hours to 
deliver 8-10 hours of light. These D2D LED lights auto turn off when the 
sensor detects light. 7000K Diamond White color temperature.

Certifications: 

Certifications: 
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Solar Garden Light
PL2_SOL-6K-#

Light up the night with these LED stake lights. Integrated solar sensor on 
the Solar Garden Light with long pipe is powered by direct sunlight. Ideal 
for exterior gardens, walkways, patios, decks, terraces, yards, and pool 
areas.  

A replaceable battery is included.

Features
The solar panel in our bright Solar LED Garden Lights requires direct sunlight to power during 
the day, so it can light up your outdoor space at night. Do not install these under trees, street 
lamps or shaded areas. The photocell sensor activates when light levels are low and turns off 
when it detects light. It needs 6-8 hours of sun to power the LED light for 8-10 hours of 6000K 
Daylight Deluxe light.

Solar
Panel

Replacable
Battery

Wet
Rated

Certifications: 
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Color is measured in degrees of Kelvin (K) 
on a scale from 1,000 to 10,000. Typically, 
in commercial and residential lighting 
applications, Kelvin temperatures fall 
between about 2000K to 7000K. 
 
Sunco color temperatures include:

2000K (Warm Amber Glow) 

2200K (Amber Glow)

2700K (Soft White) 

3000K (Warm White)

4000K (Cool White)

5000K (Daylight)

5500K (Daylight Glow)

6000K (Daylight Deluxe)

7000K (Diamond White)

Appears: Red

Appears: Red 

Appears: Orange 

Appears: Yellow 

Appears: White 

Appears: Blue 

Appears: Blue 

Appears: Blue 

Appears: Blue 



CUSTOMER REVIEWS
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“If you’re looking for lighting for your recessed lights in your house kitchen these are very bright very clear and 
very white they are exactly what I wanted.”

        -Amazon Customer

“Love. Love these lights. I’m redoing my family room and I’m putting these lights in my basement.”
        -Amazon Customer

“Great product, easy conversion. Far brighter than old mercury bulbs!”
        -Amazon Customer

“I love these bulbs. This is my second set. They start up immediately and light up brightly.”
        -Amazon Customer

“These are great!!! I’ve been wanting dusk to dawn light for a while now. We travel and still wanted our lights to 
come on like we when we are home. These are the perfect solution! They arrived the day after I ordered them 

and my husband put them in the next day and they work great! Don’t know how long they will last, but very 
happy right now!!!”

        -Amazon Customer
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OUR MISSION
is to exceed customer expectations – with reliable LEDs, 

affordable pricing, and exceptional service – while our eco-

conscious company also endeavors to create sustainable 

solutions for a brighter tomorrow.
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CONTACT INFO Business Hours (PST)

Monday       8:00 a.m. - 4:45 p.m.
Tuesday       8:00 a.m. - 4:45 p.m.
Wednesday     8:00 a.m. - 4:45 p.m.
Thursday       8:00 a.m. - 4:45 p.m.
Friday       8:00 a.m. - 4:45 p.m.
Saturday                   Closed
Sunday                   Closed

Phone: 
(844) 884-9698 

Email: 
sales@suncolighting.com
support@suncolighting.com

By Mail: 
163 W Cochran St 
Simi Valley, CA 93065
United States



www.suncolighting.com


